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Abstract. Service Component Architecture (SCA) is a set of specifications which 
provide a programming model for the creation and assembly of business systems 
using a service oriented architecture. SCA uses service components as the build-
ing blocks of business systems. SCA supports service components written using a 
very wide range of technologies, including programming languages such as Java, 
BPEL, C++ and also declarative languages such as XSLT. 

SCA also provides a composition model for the assembly of distributed groups 
of service components into a business solution, with composites used to group 
collections of components and wires modeling the connections between compo-
nents.  SCA aims to remove “middleware” concerns from the programming code, 
by applying infrastructure concerns declaratively to compositions, including as-
pects such as Security and Transactions. 

SCA is being evolved by an industry collaboration, with the aim of eventual 
submission to a standards body. 

Keywords: SOA, SCA, service assembly, composition, integration, service 
component architecture. 

1   Introduction 

Service Component Architecture (SCA) is a set of specifications [1] which define a 
model for building applications and systems using a Service-Oriented Architecture. 

In SCA, services are provided by service components, which may in turn use ser-
vices provided by other components.  Multiple service components can be configured 
and assembled into groupings called composites, to provide specific business capabili-
ties, which model connections between components through wires. 

SCA supports the creation and reuse of service components using a wide variety of 
implementation technologies.  Components can be built with programming languages 
such as Java, C++, PHP, COBOL, and BPEL [2]. Components using frameworks such 
as Java Enterprise Edition [3] and the Spring Framework [4] are also supported. SCA 
enables the use of declarative languages such as XSLT [5] and SQL for components. In-
tegration of both new and existing components is a key feature of SCA assemblies, in-
cluding the ability to assemble existing components that are not SCA-aware. 

SCA provides for the use of a wide range of specific protocols, transports and in-
frastructure capabilities when configuring and assembling components and services 
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within composites. Examples include access methods or bindings such as SOAP-
based [6] Web services, REST web services, JMS [7], EJB (RMI-IIOP) [8] and JCA 
[9].  SCA aims to make the protocol used for communication transparent to the im-
plementation code within components. 

The set of SCA specifications consists of the following: 

1. SCA Assembly specification. The SCA Assembly Model defines the configuration 
of an SCA system in terms of service components which implement and/or use 
services and composites which describe the assembly of components into packages 
of function, including the connections between components, the configuration of 
component properties and how services and references are exposed for use. 

2. SCA Policy Framework. The SCA Policy Framework provides a framework to 
support specification of constraints, capabilities, and Quality of Service (QoS) ex-
pectations from component design through to concrete deployment. The SCA Pol-
icy Framework allows the specification of interaction and implementation policies 
such as those related to security, reliability and transactions. 

3. SCA Client and Implementation specifications. The SCA Client and Implementa-
tion specifications each specify how SCA components and service clients can be 
built using a particular language or framework, including language- or framework-
specific APIs and annotations.  Examples of current language specifications are-
Java, C++ and BPEL.  Examples of supported frameworks include Java Enterprise 
Edition (EJBs), the Spring Framework and JAX-WS [10]. 

4. SCA Binding specifications. The SCA Binding specifications each describe how 
services can be accessed and references can be satisfied using a particular access 
method, protocol or transport.  Examples include SOAP-based Web services, JMS 
and EJB (RMI-IIOP). 

The next section gives a simple example of how an application can be assembled and 
implemented using SCA. This paper then goes on to explain the assembly model for 
configuring and connecting components, services and references; a brief overview of 
SCA bindings; SCA Client and Implementation models; and the SCA Policy Frame-
work. The paper ends with a description of ongoing and future work and describes the 
collaboration which is continuing to enhance the specifications. 

2   SCA Assembly Example 

“A picture is worth a thousand words” as the saying goes – and so it is with SCA. 
While the formal content of an SCA assembly is captured as a set of XML files and 
possibly also as annotations in code artifacts, SCA also has a graphical representation 
of components and composites, which is designed to provide an “at a glance” picture 
of the relationship of the services and components which make up an SCA business 
solution.  This section starts the description of the SCA model by looking at an exam-
ple diagram of a service assembled from a set of business components. 

First, an explanation of some of the elements in the assembly diagrams. An SCA 
component appears like this: 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of SCA component 

The chevrons on the left (pointing in) each represent a service offered by the com-
ponent. The chevrons on the right (pointing out) each represent a reference that this 
component makes to a service supplied elsewhere (ie the component uses those ser-
vices to perform its business function). The small boxes at the top represent settable 
property values that the component has that may be configured. The “middle” of the 
component represents some implementation code – this may be any of the implemen-
tation types supported by SCA. 

Groups of components can be assembled into composites.  Composites can be used 
to create particular business capabilities from the assembled components, with wiring 
used to connect the components in the right way – each wire represents the connec-
tion of a reference of one component to the service of another – alternatively, services 
and references may be exposed out of the composite for use in “higher level” compo-
sitions.  This is useful in structuring and organizing larger business solutions. A sim-
ple example of a composite is shown in figure 2:  

Composites can provide services and make references to other services.  They can 
also have settable properties.  These all relate to some aspects of the components con-
tained in the composite. 

Having introduced the general form of SCA diagrams, next is a simple example of 
a business service built from a series of components to give a flavor of how SCA is 
used in practice.  The example is an order processing service.  The function provided 
by the service is to take an order for products. This involves information about the 
products being ordered, information about the customer placing the order such as 
payment information and dispatch address. 
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Fig. 2. SCA Diagram for a composite 

In the Assembly diagram for the ordering system, the Order Processing Service is 
the large chevron on the left – this represents the external service endpoint, for exam-
ple a Web service endpoint, which is available for calling by external customers of the 
business. The order processing service is implemented by the Order Processing Com-
ponent. The Order Processing component in turn uses a series of other services to per-
form the order processing service – these are signified by the three references that the 
Order Processing Component has. These services are 

• Payment Service – for taking the payment associated with the order 
• Warehouse service - for checking availability of the ordered goods and for getting 

the goods dispatched to the customer 
• Logging service – for recording details of the services invoked 

The payment service is provided by the Accounts Composite, while the Warehouse 
service is provided by the Warehouse Composite.  The Event logging service is rela-
tively simple so that it is provided by a simple component – the EventLog component. 

The Accounts Composite provides a payment service using a Payments component 
working in alliance with an Accounts Ledger component and with a reference to a 
Banking service which is an external service provided by the bank used by the busi-
ness (eg this service may provide credit card services for collecting payments).  In a 
real business, it is likely that the Accounts composite would be much larger, with a 
wide range of services available of which the payments service is just one. 

The Warehouse composite provides the Warehouse service using a Warehouse 
broker component, which is able to talk with the Warehouse component representing 
the warehouse within the business, but also with external Warehouse services pro-
vided by other businesses, represented by the External Warehouse reference on the 
right. The broker can make queries to the warehouse services to find stock of  
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Fig. 3. SCA Assembly Diagram of an Order Processing System 

products and also to request dispatch of those products.  The components in the 
Warehouse composite make use of the Event Logging service, which is again con-
nected to the EventLog component. 

To summarize, the Assembly model shows which services are offered from our 
business for others to use. It also models those references that our business makes to 
services provided by others. The model also shows how particular services are im-
plemented by specific components – and shows that these components may in turn 
have references that need to be satisfied by services provided by other components – 
or by services provided outside our business system by other businesses. 

Note that an SCA assembly models the set of components that are used to make a 
particular business function and it models the way in which they are connected.  It 
does not model the time sequences involved in executing particular service opera-
tions.  Such business process sequencing can be provided by specialized component 
implementations such as BPEL processes. 
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3   SCA Assembly 

The core of SCA is the Assembly model.  The assembly model describes applications 
and solutions in terms of components which provide services and in terms of compos-
ites which group, organize and connect components into larger assemblies. 

3.1   Services and Service Components 

Service components provide services and in turn they may rely on services provided 
by others through dependencies called references. Service components may also have 
settable property values that can affect their operation. 

Services and references are described in terms of their interfaces – which is a set of 
operations with defined input and output parameters.  The parameters are best defined 
as data structures (as opposed to objects), in order to ensure interoperability between 
components implemented using different technologies, which is one of the goals of 
systems built using service-oriented architecture.  In SCA, interfaces can be defined 
using one of a number of languages, including WSDL and Java interfaces.  This sup-
port of multiple technologies is one of the hallmarks of SCA, which aims to accom-
modate many current technologies. 

In SCA, Service components can be implemented with any of a wide range of 
technologies.  Java classes, BPEL processes, C++ classes, PHP scripts and XSLT 
transforms are just a few of the possible implementation types.  In addition, a compo-
nent can be implemented by an SCA composite.  SCA allows for a nested structuring 
of applications making it easier to construct and manage large applications. 

It is the implementation code which provides the business function of an SCA as-
sembly.  The implementation code provides the services, makes the references and 
provides settable properties that can be configured when the implementation is used 
in a component within an SCA assembly.  SCA aims to abstract from the implementa-
tion code everything that is not a business concern.  In particular the interfaces for 
services and for references are business oriented and should not be concerned with 
technical details such as the communication mechanisms used to invoke services or of 
which component satisfies a particular reference. These details are left to the configu-
ration applied in the composites which use the implementation code within service 
components. 

3.2   Composites and the Assembly Process 

The assembly of components into a larger solution is described in SCA in terms of 
composites. Composites contain service components which are configured through the 
setting of values for their properties and through the connecting of services to references 
through wires. The wires represent communication between components - they resolve 
which service gets called when a component invokes a reference and they represent 
messages flowing back and forth between a service consumer and the service. 

A composite can control which services are made available for use outside the 
composite, through service elements on the composite itself.  Similarly, the composite 
can define which references are satisfied outside the composite, through reference 
elements on the composite. 
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Part of the configuration which the composite can specify is which mechanism to 
use for a wire, for example Web services or JMS messaging.  The composite can 
also provide configuration details about the endpoint at which a service is made 
available. The composite can also apply policies to components, services and refer-
ences.  Policies can be used to apply infrastructure capabilities such as message en-
cryption and user authentication. 

SCA has a formal language which is used to describe composites and their con-
tents.  This is an XML dialect. An example of a composite follows: 

<composite name=”AccountsComposite”> 
 
  <service name=”PaymentService”> 
    <interface.wsdl interface= 
      ”http://example.org/Payment#wsdl.interface(pay)” /> 
    <binding.ws> 
      <soapbinding version=”1.1”/> 
    </binding.ws> 
    <reference>PaymentsComponent</reference> 
  </service> 
 
  <component name=”PaymentsComponent”> 
    <implementation.java class=”org.example.MyImpl”/> 
    <property name=”currency”>USD</property> 
    <reference name=”Banking”> 
      ExternalBankingReference 
    </reference> 
    <reference name=”Accounts”> 
      AccountsLedgerComponent 
    </reference> 
  </component> 
 
  <component name=”AccountsLedgerComponent”> 
    ... 
  </component> 
 
  <reference name=”ExternalBankingReference”> 
    <interface.wsdl interface= 
      ”http://example.org/bank#wsdl.interface(credit)”/> 
    <binding.ws endpoint= 
      ”http://example.org/bank#wsdl.endpoint(svc/port)”/> 
  </reference> 
 
</composite> 

Example 1. Composite file for AccountsComposite 

This example corresponds to the AccountsComposite of the Order Processing Sys-
tem shown in Figure 3. It shows the two components, PaymentsComponent and  
AccountsLedgerComponent, the service PaymentService and the reference External-
BankingReference. The wires connecting these elements are defined by the <refer-
ence…/> subelements of the service and the components. 
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Composites can be used as implementations within components of other compos-
ites. This nesting of composites provides for structured assembly of larger systems 
avoiding the need to place a large number of components into a single composite and 
supporting the design concept of high-level, coarse grained services (such as our Or-
der Processing example) being implemented by lower level more fine grained services 
that deal with specific aspects of the high level service. 

4   Client and Implementation - Languages and Frameworks 

SCA aims to support a wide range of technologies for the implementation of service 
components.  This includes not only specific programming languages but also frame-
works and other extensions built using those programming languages.  SCA does this 
so that it can support the integration of existing applications and components into an 
assembly with minimal effort.  SCA also aims to appeal to many different program-
ming communities since building service components can be done in many languages. 

There are SCA specifications which deal with implementing components in a 
range of programming languages and a set of frameworks, but this is not meant to im-
ply that SCA is limited to supporting only those technologies.  SCA is explicitly ex-
tensible to include other technologies and it is expected that additional languages and 
frameworks will be covered by new SCA specifications. 

The current SCA specifications cover BPEL, C++ and Java as implementation lan-
guages. There are additional Java specifications that describe the use of components 
written using Enterprise Java Beans (versions 2.1 and 3.0); using the Spring Frame-
work and using the JAX-WS specification. 

The general principle of the SCA client and implementation specifications is to re-
duce the use of special “middleware” APIs to a minimum.  The focus is to identify and 
call the service interface(s) offered by a component and to provide business interfaces 
for the service references that the component needs to invoke.  For example, in Java, it 
is possible to provide all necessary property values and reference objects via injection. 

5   Communication Mechanisms – SCA Bindings 

SCA Bindings apply to SCA services and SCA references.  Bindings allow services to 
be provided, and references to be satisfied, via particular access methods, protocols or 
transports. Bindings are typically added to an SCA assembly late in the development 
process – often during the deployment steps when the assembly is made available in the 
runtime system. This late attachment of Bindings gives the deployer great flexibility in 
adapting the business solution to new requirements, such as the need to change the sup-
plier of an external service, who may use a different protocol from a previous supplier. 

There are four standard SCA bindings currently being developed: Web service 
binding, Messaging/JMS binding, EIS/JCA binding, and EJB binding. Bindings can 
be added to SCA and it is likely that other bindings will be added in the near future. 

Web service bindings expose an SCA service or allow access to an external refer-
ence using Web services technologies. Web services provide an interoperable way to 
access the service components. The Web service binding provides the glue between 
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an SCA system and other services that are external to the SCA system but are used by 
composites within the SCA system. 

Messaging and JMS bindings provide for communication between service con-
sumers and service implementations using messaging protocols.  JMS bindings apply 
to messaging made available through the Java JMS API.  The messaging bindings 
provide more general access to messaging protocols such as WebSphere MQ. 

The EIS/JCA Bindings allow access from the SCA runtime to the services pro-
vided by the Enterprise Information Systems residing outside the SCA system. The 
JCA Binding is the specialization of the EIS Binding, where the access to the external 
services is provided via Java JCA Resource Adapter. 

The EJB binding allows references to access to services provided by stateless and 
stateful EJBs implemented using the Java EJB 2.1 or the EJB 3.0 technologies, via the 
RMI-IIOP protocol.  

6   SCA Policy Framework 

The SCA Policy Framework provides a solution to the problem of applying infra-
structure capabilities to an SOA composite application. The kinds of capabilities in-
clude features such as security, reliability and transactions. 

SCA aims to apply these infrastructure capabilities declaratively to components 
and the wires that connect them. This approach removes the need for the developer to 
code complex features into service components, allowing her to concentrate on busi-
ness capabilities. The infrastructure capabilities are then applied by the SCA runtime 
in the ways defined in the assembly. 

The policy framework defines two kinds of policy types –  

1. Interaction policies, which apply to services, references and the wires between 
them. An example is the encryption of the messages sent between service con-
sumer and the service implementation. 

2. Implementation policies, which apply to components.  An example is the security 
role which must apply when a component runs. 

Detailed policies, which define fine-grained features of the way in which infra-
structure capabilities are applied at runtime, are held in policy sets.  An example of a 
detailed policy is the specific encryption method to use for confidentiality purposes 
when transmitting messages when a service is invoked.  Policy sets are typically 
closely related to specific bindings used for a service and will be applied to an assem-
bly at the time that the binding is chosen, possibly at deployment time. 

SCA also provides a mechanism that the component developer can use to indicate 
the general capabilities required by a service or a component, in the case where the 
developer does not know in advance which bindings will be used with the component, 
or where multiple bindings might be used. These are high-level intents, which can be 
used to select an appropriate policy set at the later time when bindings and policy sets 
are applied to an assembly containing the component. 

An example of a high level intent is ‘confidentiality’, which is a security intent ap-
plying to a service or a reference requesting that messages should be sent with a level 
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of encryption to ensure that no one but the intended recipient can read the message. 
The presence of this intent means that at runtime a policy set must be chosen for the 
service which includes an appropriate level of message encryption.  For some intents, 
it may not be possible to find a policy set for every binding that will provide the  
capability requested by the intent – this is an indication to the deployer that they must 
choose a different binding in order to meet the needs expressed by the intent. 

6.1   Infrastructure Capabilities – Security, Transactions, Reliability 

The SCA policy framework defines general mechanisms for attaching intents and 
policies to components, services and references.  In principle, the policy framework 
can accommodate a very wide range of policy statements.  In practice, SCA defines 
policies relating to infrastructure capabilities in the areas of Security, Transactions 
and Reliability. 

Reliability refers to the reliable delivery of messages with various delivery assur-
ances such as  “once and only once”.  This is not true for all protocols. SCA provides 
the means for a service to indicate that it requires reliable delivery of its messages. 

“Security” is a catch-all term that covers a range of capabilities. Examples include 
authentication and authorization of users and encryption of messages. SCA supports 
these capabilities. 

Transactions refers to transactional behavior of components and in particular the 
ability to commit or to roll back a series of updates.  SCA supports transactional ca-
pabilities. 

7   Ongoing and Future Work 

The SCA specification set is being developed under the aegis of Open Service Ori-
ented Architecture (OSOA) collaboration [11]. The OSOA collaboration is a group of 
vendors who have come together to develop specifications for Service Oriented Ar-
chitecture. The first version of the specification set is expected to contain: 

1. SCA Assembly Model 
2. SCA Policy Framework 
3. SCA Client and Implementation Model for Spring Framework 
4. SCA Client and Implementation Model for EJB 
5. SCA Client and Implementation Model for JAX-WS 
6. SCA Client and Implementation Model for BPEL 
7. SCA Client and Implementation Model for Java 
8. SCA Client and Implementation Model for C++ 
9. SCA Web Service Binding 
10.SCA EJB Binding 
11.SCA Messaging/JMS Binding 
12.SCA EIS/JCA Binding 

These specifications are expected to be completed by the end of this year and are 
expected to be submitted to a standards development organization for standardization 
in an open forum. 
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A subsequent version of the SCA specification set is expected to contain: 

1. SCA Eventing Model 
2. SCA Client and Implementation Model for PHP 
3. SCA Client and Implementation Model for COBOL 

Extensibility is built into the SCA model as a design principle. Therefore, it is ex-
pected that SCA will be extended by vendors and users to accommodate various im-
plementation- and binding-specific technologies and needs. 

There are several ongoing implementations of SCA by various vendors participat-
ing in the OSOA collaboration. In addition, there are two open source projects: 
Apache Tuscany [12] and Eclipse SOA Tools Platform [13] that implement and sup-
port the SCA specifications. 
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